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Abstract: Using discrete element method (DEM), we present the force distribution/transmission in
three dimensional (3D) hard-sphere crystal formed by packing of smooth particles under 3D vibration
with batch-wised feeding. The distribution P(F) of large forces between spheres and the base is
compared with experimental results and shows good agreement. The results show different force
behavior at void defect and twin structure (caused by stacking fault), where the former creates effects
on P(F) and makes its shape of either in plane or inter plane force distribution curve much broader
along the packing height; and the latter can only change the force orientation and no influence on the
shape of P(F) distribution. On the other hand, the forces in perfect smooth hard sphere crystal
transmitted along the lattice direction, which agrees well with experimental and numerical results on
ordered packing.
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Hard-sphere ordered packing is a useful model to advance the understanding of statistical
mechanics information in real crystal. Despite the effort to synthesize hard-sphere crystal by using
micro spheres in colloidal system [1-5] and macro spheres in granular bed [6-11], much work has
been carried out to investigate force behaviour (Force distribution/transmission) in static ordered
packing since which can better explain the growth mechanisms and properties of hard-sphere
crystals. Experimentally, by applying a point force on the top of two dimensional (2D) ordered
hexagonal packing of photoelastic disks, Geng et al. [13] found that the mean forces propagate
primarily along lattice directions. While only qualitative information is given on the spatial
arrangement of force chains inside the granular assembly, and the quantitative determination of
contact forces especially in 3D packing is difficult with this method. Using carbon paper method,
Makse et al. [14] measured a Gaussian force distribution in the packing of deformable spheres when
the packing density is very high. With the same method Blair et al. [8], Mueth et al. [15]
Mueggenburg et al. [16], and Spannuth et al. [17] studied force distribution/transmission through 3D
granular crystals while suffered by external load and concluded that (1) the form for the
probability density function (PDF) distribution P(F) of normal forces between particles does not
depend strongly on crystallinity or interparticle friction; (2) P(F) decays exponentially at large
forces (F> F , where F is the mean force) and shows a plateau or possibly a small peak near the
mean force but does not tend to zero at small forces. Even if the carbon paper method is elegant, it
is still rather limited since it can only measure the forces between particle and boundary, and large
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loads are needed to leave sufficient marks on the copier paper. For forces less than F , little or no
mark is left on the copier paper which will cause a problem for the precise determination of the
mean force F . It is therefore not suitable for measurements on systems which are just under
influence of gravity like regular silo systems or sand piles [18]. Using a probe on the bottom of a
packing can conquer the deficiency of carbon paper method, which can measure small forces in a
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system without applying any external load [18]. Despite the long time needed for collecting data,
this method is also rather limited since it introduced an external perturbation in the packing which,
as argued by the others [16, 17, 19], can lead to “static avalanches” of rearrangement. Furthermore, it
can only measure the forces on the boundary of amorphous packing, and no results were presented
on ordered packing by this method.
Theoretically q model [19-21] and maximum information entropy model [22, 23] were carried out
to study complex force networks and PDF distribution of P(F), and the results were compared with
those in experimental and numerical work. However these models all deal with random packing
and have many limitations [24]. Many numerical experiments were applied to simulate force
distribution of ordered packing [25-27], but they are all focusing on 2D packing. Other dynamic
methods such as molecular dynamics (MD) [28] and discrete element method (DEM) [14, 23, 29, 30]
can simulate internal force distribution in 3D granular packing, however, these researches are all
carried out on 3D random packing.
In this paper, based on our previous generation of 3D ordered packing of glass beads [11] and
followed force analysis in these different oriented structures [24], we carried out 3D dynamic
simulation of force distribution/transmission in defected hard-sphere crystal (defects including
void and twin structure), which is previously created by packing of smooth beads[12]. DEM
method is used in this work, which is very suitable in micromethanical studies, since it can
provide dynamic information which cannot be obtained easily by direct measurements, such as
quantitative characterisation of contact forces inside the packing. This method has been validated
in our previous work [31].

1 Simulation conditions
We simulated the vibrated packing of 2500 smooth spheres, 3D interval sinusoidal vibration
was applied to a rectangular container of a length 12d (= sphere diameter) with periodic boundary
conditions imposed in the horizontal directions. The vibration is governed by D (t ) = A sin[ω (t − t 0 )] ,
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where D is the displacement of the container; A and ω are vibration amplitude and frequency,
respectively. The t0 represents starting time of vibration. From displacement equation, we can
easily derive the vibration acceleration equation as: a(t ) = − Aω sin[ω (t − t 0 )] , in our work,
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reduced A and ω are applied and set to be the same in three coordinate directions. And vibration
starts from t0 = 1s in each vibration direction. Our interval vibration means after 1s the base
vibrated for 0.5s and then rested for another 0.5s and this will last until the vibration stopped. This
allows the particles to have enough time to relaxation during vibrated packing. To get the highly
ordered packing, the feeding of particles is batched (c denotes particle number per batch). We feed
the batch-wised particles at the starting of each periodical vibration. Materials properties are given
by: particle diameter d = 0.01m; A = 0.1d; ω = 200rad/s; c=165 spheres/batch; Other parameters
for material properties are the same with those in our previous work [31, 32]. It was assumed that the
container has the same properties as those of particles. The simulation started from the randomly
generation of spheres with no overlap within the container. The spheres were allowed to fall down
under gravity. After 1 second when the first batch particles were settled to form a static packing,
the container base was then vibrated according to the given A and ω .

2 Results and discussion
85

Fig. 1 shows the {111}-oriented FCC hard-sphere crystal, apparently we can imagine the
twins (mirror symmetry along a certain plane) occurred at the second layer, however, the internal
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void cannot be discerned in this figure. Twins are planar defects which can be easily observed in
the hard-sphere crystallization [3, 17], here they are formed by stacking fault of hexagonal plane
((111) plane) along {111} orientation.
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Fig. 1 {111}-oriented FCC hard-sphere crystal with small amount of disorders

In order to observe the force distribution/transmission at void and perfect crystal more
intuitively, we extract the force chain structure from figure 1 as shown in figure 2. Fig. 2 (a) and
(b) represent the force network with and without void, respectively, where the thickness of the
stick is in proportional to the magnitude of normal forces. As indicated, the force distribution in
Fig. 2(a) is not uniform, the regular force network is broken and substituted by less large forces
instead to support the packing, meanwhile the arching of the force chain is formed at void as well.
On the other hand, in Fig. 2(b) the in plane force distribution is much uniform and does not change
much along the packing height, while the inter plane forces decrease with the height of the
packing, which is quite understandable with only gravity effects on the packing. Also we found
that even though each sphere in a plane has six neighbors, only four of them interact with the
centred sphere to form orientation symmetric force structure.

Fig. 2 Force network/transmission in defected (a) and ordered (b) packing structures extracted from Fig. 1.

The P(F) distribution of forces between spheres and the base is calculated and given in Fig. 3,
where the normalized F is defined as the ratio of forces interacted with the base versus their mean
110

value F . The peak value is at F= F ; when F> F , the curve decays exponentially which is much
comparable with experimental results on ordered packing [8], the only difference is that in our case
no long tail of the curve is appeared, which can be ascribed to the absence of externally applied
-3-
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load; When F< F , the curve also shows a exponential change, which is quite different with
previous experimental and numerical results [8, 14, 30].
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Fig. 3 P(F) distribution of normal forces between the spheres and the base.

Fig. 4 shows the P(F) distribution of normal forces in the whole packing, where F is defined
as forces divided by the total mean value. Two parts are found in Fig. 4, one is for relative large
forces (on the right peak of the curve), and the other is for small forces (on the left part of the
curve). We find that large forces which is about two times or more than small forces are mostly in
plane forces, their high and narrow distribution in P(F) curve further proves their uniformity. The
broad distribution of P(F) for lower forces indicates that the inter plane forces is ununiform, this
can be explained as the combined influence of defects and gravity.
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Fig. 4 P(F) distribution of normal forces in the whole packing

We also studied the force distribution/transmission at the twins which occurred at the second
layer, and its force network is shown in Fig. 5. We find that up and down the mirror layer (Layer
two) the forces show a great order at the lattice except the changed orientations. We note that layer
two in Fig. 5 serves as the symmetric plane for both the packing and force orientation of layers
one and three. Since no external load is added, only sphere weight acts on the whole packing, we
-4-
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can conclude that the transmission of forces at twin structure is also along lattice direction, which
agrees well with experimental results [17]. The in plane and inter plane P(F) distributions in Fig. 5
are given in Fig. 6. It indicates that the in plane P(F) distribution is more uniform than inter plane
ones; For either in plane or inter plane cases, the force distribution becomes less uniform with the
increasing of the height, which can be ascribed to the disorder existed in the packing; The
existence of twin structure did not change the shape of P(F) curve but the force orientation; Also
the P(F) of each case gives Gaussian distribution which is in agreement with Makse et al’s results
[14]
that the shape of P(F) distribution changes from exponential to Gaussian type when the
packing density is very high.

Fig.5 Three dimensional force network of the bottom three layers of the crystal, where the twins (mirror symmetry)
are on the second layer.
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Fig. 6 P(F) distribution of forces as shown in Fig. 5. Where: (∆) Layer1; (◊) Layer 2; (□) Layer 3; (+) between
layer1 and layer2; (−) between layer2 and layer3.

3 Conclusion
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In this paper, 3D hard-sphere crystal is numerically generated by DEM modelling the
packing of smooth particles under 3D batch-wised vibration, the force distribution/transmission is
analysed and following results are given: (1) In perfect part of the crystal, the force transmitted
along the lattice directions and the horizontal in plane forces are dominant; (2) At void, the weight
above which is mainly supported by small number of large forces, arching force chain is formed;
(3) At twin structure, despite the orientation the forces are in good order, the P(F) distribution
seems not affected by this planar defect; (4) Our force distribution at bottom boundary agrees well
with experimental results at large forces, and the distribution of small forces shows a different
style; (5) The total distribution of normal force indicates the obvious difference between in plane
and inter plane forces; (6) Either in plane or inter plane force distribution curve becomes broader
with the increasing packing height, which can be ascribed to the existence of small amount of
disorder except twins.
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带缺陷光滑硬球晶中力分布/传递的数值
模拟
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摘要：使用离散元（DEM）方法我们阐述了三维（3D）硬球晶中力的分布/传递，该硬球晶是
由光滑粒子在 3D 振动批量加料条件下获得的。硬球与容器底部之间较大力的分布 P（F）与
物理实验结果进行了对比，显示了很好的一致性。结果表明了在孔隙处及孪晶处（由堆垛层
错造成）不同的力的行为，其中前者对 P（F）产生影响，并使面内力和面间力分布曲线的
形状沿着堆积的高度变得越来越宽；而后者只能改变力的取向而对 P（F）分布的形状没有
影响。另一方面，在完美光滑硬球晶中力沿着晶格方向传递，这与有序堆积结构中的实验和
数值仿真结果一致。
关键词：离散元模拟；硬球晶；力的分析
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